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What European Countries Effected North America Through Colonization?

- Spain
- France
- England
What Are Lasting Effects Of Spanish Settlement On Language?

- Native language of Spanish
- Spanish is official language of Mexico and Central America
- Spanish words adopted into English: chocolate, tomato, and ranch.
What Are The Lasting Effects Of Spanish Colonization On Food?

- **Foods:**
  - Introduced cheese, rice and other foods.
  - Spanish colonists combined traditional Spanish and American Indian foods.
  - Developed rice, beans, tortillas, chicken and beef tacos.
What Are Lasting Effects Of Spanish Settlement On Architecture?

- Outside: red-tile roofs, smooth stucco walls.
- Inside: central courtyards, tiled floors, arches and balconies.
- This architecture style kept the house cool.
What Are Other Traditions That The Spanish Settlement Brought With Them?

- Horses,
- Bullfighting,
- Sports,
- Religion,
- Clothing.
What Are The Lasting Impact Of France On Language?

- French still spoken in Canada.
- French words that have become part of American English: cent, dime, voyage, Detroit, Des Moines, Louisiana, New Orleans. Baton Rouge, Lafayette, Thibodaux, New Orleans
What Are The Lasting Impact Of France on Food?

- Pastries and dishes with rich sauces
- Cajun spicy food in south and maple syrup in north.
What Are The Lasting Impact Of France on Architecture?

- Wrought-iron balconies are part of the “French Quarter” in New Orleans
- Large porches that connect rooms rather than hallways
- Outdoor cafe
What Are The Lasting Impact Of France On Language On Other Traditions?

- Clothing fashions
- Religion
- Louisiana is divided into parishes not counties
What Lasting Impact Did England Colonists Have On Language?

- English Language still spoken in United States
What Lasting Impact Did England Colonists Have On Food?

- Chicken, beef, bread made from wheat, butter, milk, and cheese (most of our food we are still eating today)
- Drinking tea
What Lasting Impact Did England Colonists Have On Architecture?

- The Georgian style
- Tudor style
- English cottage
What Lasting Impact Did England Colonists Have On Other Traditions?

- Religious tolerance
- Individual liberty & self-government
European Colonists Also Brought New Technology With Them.

- **Weapons**
  - Crossbows
  - Guns
  - Cannons

- **Books**
  - Learning was preserved

- **Ships**
  - Large enough to sail across the Atlantic

- **Schools**
  - Learning was developed

- **Written laws**
  - Based on the laws of Europe